ON SENTOSA

MORNING @ SENTOSA

Our Free & Easy tour includes a complimentary pickup
from your hotel (subject to tour pickup list) to our Tour
Lounge.
While sipping your tea or coffee - watch a video on all
the available attractions on Sentosa Island and then
decide what you would like to do. Our friendly staff will
be on hand to assist you with your queries and purchase
attractions tickets at a discount. You will be transferred
to Mount Faber to take the Cable Car to the State of
FUN – Sentosa. Enjoy both the Mount Faber Line and the
Sentosa Line of the Cable Car Ride. The 8 seater cabins
will give you a bird’s eye view of the Singapore Skyline.
Here are some of the favourite places to check out:
Tiger Sky Tower to catch panoramic views across
Singapore, Sentosa and the Southern Islands from Asia’s
tallest free standing observation tower.
Butterfly Park & Insect Kingdom - 1,500 live butterflies – from over 50 species
- to flutter about you. And if you are lucky, stroke the iguana while he is out at
the deck to sunbathe.
Journey to the Centre of the Earth - Join Sean and the stars as they embark on
a one-of-a-kind adventure in Journey 2 – The Mysterious Island The 4D Adventure.
Luge & SkyRide - Skyline Luge is a unique wheeled gravity ride that provides
riders full control over their descent on purpose-built track. Enjoy 2.6 kilometres
of fun with your loved ones and feel the cool wind in your hair as you zoom down
the tracks.
Megazip - Challenge yourself to an array of ziplines, climbing walls and aerial
obstacles in Singapore’s first-ever adventure park.

PRICE: S$39.00 (ADULT) S$30.00 (CHILD)
Duration
Days of Operation
Pick-Up Time
At Leisure

Daily

Start Time

8.00am

9.30am
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